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INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional distribution of pressure and its variation with time are intimately
associated with the principal weather phenomena. However, this association is indirect rather than
direct and the link connecting the two is the horizontal and vertical field of motion. The relation-
ship between the field of motion and the variation in time and space of pressure is one of inter-
dependence. On the other hand, the field of motion seems causally related to most weather
phenomena. Neither of these relationships is fully understood so it is not surprising that curent
attempts to utilize pressure distributions as tools for predicting weather phenomena do not meet
with complete success. In this connection, the variation of pressure with time is of prie interest,
inasmuch as it reflects physical processes currently in operation in the atmosphere and as it presages
future developments. Study of these processes through an analysis of pressure variations is com-
plicated by the compressibility of the atmosphere and by the observed fact that mass variations
of either sign may be taking place within any layer in the atmosphere quite independently of
variations of the mass within any other layer.
Since the instantaneous distribution of pressure and its variation with time are hydrostatically
related to the temperature field and its changes, it is advantageous to study the two elements
simultaneously. Any consideration of the temperature field in the atmosphere inevitably requires
that some attention must be devoted to the tropopause as a major fist order discontinuity of
temperature. Moreover, the significance of this general reglon of the atmosphere as a location of
processes important in determining tropospheric pressure variations has been stressed by the
Austrian School of Meteorologists.
The problem of achieving a better understanding of the nature of pressure changes may be
attacked in one or more of three different, though complementary ways - theoretically, descrp-
tively, and/or, statistically. The theory has been discussed by Stüve (1), Defant (2), V. Bjerknes,
J. Bjerknes, Solberg, and Bergeron (3), and more recently by Wulf and Obloy (4), J. Bjerknes and
Holmboe (5), and Petterssen (6), as well as by others. The descriptive approach by means of
detailed analyses of selected situations has been demonstrated in many investigations all over
the world, among which are several particularly interesting studies in North America and Europe
(7-11). The statistical treatment was first attempted by Dines (12) and Schedler (13) and consid-
erably extended and refied by HauTWitz and others (14-17) and by Penner (18).
The statistical studies mentioned above have been based upon an analysis of mean conditions
and mean changes in vertical columns of air assumed to be in hydrostatic equiiibrium. Since the
problem is essentially dynamic, such analyses can never present the complete picture of the
physical processes involved in pressure changes. However, in view of the present unsatisfactory
state of knowledge concernng these processes, such statistical studies play an extremely valuable
role in improving the general understanding of the complex systems of mass variations which are
integrated into pressure changes by the atmosphere. They present mean conditions against which
descriptive and theoretical studies may be evaluated with regard to representativeness and appli-
cability, respectively. Furheriore~ they - are -systematic-su.-anes- orictual -condliions whÍcli -
may properly serve as a gude to the direction in which further theoretical and descrptive investi-gations may most profitably proceed. .
The paucity of upper air data has restricted the scope of previous studies along these lines and
so it is the aim of this investigation to utilize the information recently available as a result of the
well organized network of radiosonde observation stations in North America to extend these
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studies. In particular, it is desired to investigate the geographical and seasonal differences in the
mean values of pressure and temperature variation at all levels and the related upper air conditions.
It is hoped that the greater number of observations in the stratosphere may throw some light on
its true importance with respect to tropospheric pressure variations and that mean conditions
throughout the lower atmosphere may be so defined that it will be possible to set up certain require-
ments which any proposed mechanism for pressure changes must satisfy in order to be thoroughly
consistent with reality.
The observational material and the methods of analysis will be discussed in Chapter i.
Chapters II, III, and IV will be devoted to a description of the results of the statistical analysis.
Since the interpretations of one aspect of the study depend upon the results of some of the other
aspects, most of the interpretations and conclusions wil be discussed in Chapter V.
CHAPTER I
OBSERVATIONAL MATERIAL AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
C~mplete upper air data from the following stations for the months indicated were used in
this study.
RK - Bismarck, N., D.: February and August, 1940, 1941, and 1942.
OH - Omaha, Neb.: February and August, 1940, 1941, and 1942.
VC - S. Ste. Marie, Mich.: February and August, 1940, 1941, and 1942.
W A - Washington, D. C.: February and August, 1940, 1941, and 1942.
EO - El Paso, Texas: February and August, 1940, 1941, and 1942.
LS - St. Lbuis, Mo.: February 1940, 1941 and 1942; August, 1941 and 1942.
PW - Portland, Maine: February 1941 and 1942; August, 1941 and 1942.
HSJ - San Juan, P. R.: February, 1940~ 1941, and 1942; August, 1941 and 1942.
MM - Miami, Fla.: February, 1940, 1941 and 1~42; August, 1941 and 1942"
FX-Fairbanks, Alaska: February, 1940 and 1942; August, 1941 and 1942.
The data were obtained directly from the regularly transmitted radiosonde reports and the
photostatic copies of the original station free-air sumary forms, WB Form 1109 and Form No.
1109A-AER. These forms give the pressure and temperature at the station elevation and at each
kilometer above sea level over the station (at each half kilometer up to three kilometers). The
surace pressure was generally recorded to tenths of a milibar and the upper level pressures were
always reported in whole milibars. The temperatures at all levels were reported to the nearest
tenth of a degree Centigrade. The times of observation for these data were 0100 75th Meridian
Time during 1940 and 1941 and 2300 75th Meridian Time in 1942 for all stations except Washing-
ton, D. C., where the observations at the Naval Air Station during February and August of 1940
and February of 1941 were made at 0400 75th Meridian Time. Occasionally the time of release
of the radiosonde would be an hour late; however, no adjustment was made in the data since the
values of the diural pressure and temperature variations at upper levels are not known and the
error introduced is very likely well within the limits of instruental accuacy.
Inasmuch as the terminal height of the radiosonde observations varied from day to day, it
was not always possible to work with the same number of values at every level for each station.
The consequences of this defect in the data will be discussed later and it will be seen that the
results are not materially affected. The number of observations at each level for the various group-
ings of the data is given in Table A of the appendix. In general, mean values have not been com-
puted when the number of observations was less than five. Exceptions to this are certain groupings
of the San Juan data and a grouping of the data for the case of no interdiurnal pressure change
at the surface.
The heights of the tropopause were determined from the transmitted radiosonde reports
wmch give the pressure, temperature, and height in hundreds of meters for each significant point
on the ascent. The exact location of the tropopause is not always obvious and in the treatment of
a large amount of data, some crterion had to be decided upon which would permit it to be
determined objectively. The height at which the lapse rate of temperature decreased to 40 C
per km or less was selected as an appropriate line of demarcation between the moderate stability
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of the troposphere and the extreme stability of the stratosphere. It is somewhat more conservative
than the 20 C per km criterion used by English meteorologists; however, use of the value which
they suggest frequently gives tropopause heights which are inconsistent with the general defition
of the tropopause. The mean values for the tropopause heights arrved at on the basis of the
40 C per km criterion are in substantial agreement with the heights of the transitional zone sepa-
rating the troposphere from the stratosphere for North American stations as discussed by
Wilett (19).
The analysis of the data described above was divided into three parts:
a. The computation and graphical representation of the mean twenty-four-hour pressure and
temperature changes at every level for all stations.
b. Computation and tabulation of correlation coeffcients and regression equations involving
the values of pressure at different levels, the mean temperature from the surface up to nine kilo-
meters, and the height of the tropopause.
c. Computation and tabulation of the density variations and the advective changes of mass
within each kilometer layer above every station for cases of rising pressure at the surface.
2. MEAN INTERDlURNAL VARIABILITY OF PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
The interdiural pressure and temperature variations were first computed for all values of
surface pressure change. Then they were divided according to the three groups:
.1o:;O
.1o-CO
.1o=O
The data were then subdivided on the basis of whether or not the temperature change in the
lowest kilometer layer contributed to the surface pressure change. This gave the groups:
d = 24-hour change
Po=surface pressure
.1o:;O:; T 1l
.1o:;O-C T 1l
.1o-CO-C T mo
.1o-CO:; T 1l
The mean values of theinterdiural variability were first computed without regard for the
algebraic sign and these were called absolute means. Then the sign of each variation was con-
sidered and the means thus obtained were called algebraic means. Both of these means were
calculated at every station for each of the groups listed above and the results are presented in the
six hundred curves of Figs. 1 to 16. All of the data were divided into, a winter (February) and a
sumer (August) season. The mean heights of the tropopause for winter (Hw) and for sumer
(Hs) , based on all of the data for each season, have been indicated on each of the diagrams.
T 1l = mean temperature in the lowest kilometer layer
3. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND REGRESSION EQUATIONS
The following variables were correlated:
POTm9
PaTm9
P5Tm9
P9Tm9
POP5
Pal
PJl
PrE
TmrE
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where Po, Ps, Ps, and P9 are the pressures at the surface, three, five, and nine kilometers respec-
tively, T m9 is the mean temperature between the surface and nine kilometers, and H is the height
of the tropopause. These coeffcients are presented in Tables Il(a) and III(a). Regression coeff-
cients were computed for the pairs PiJ, P9T m9, and T m9H and the corresponding regression
equations are given in Table V. Mean values and standard deviations for the variables involved
have been tabulated in Table II(b) and III(b).
The correlation coeffcients were calculated from the simple expression
i:XY-nX yr= (1)
-Vi:X2_nX2 -V i:Y2-n y2
and the standard deviations from
(J",=~ i:X2 _)(2
n
with the probable error of the correlation coeffcient
l-r2E,=0.67 -=
-Vn
and the probable error of the standard deviation
(J "
EO' = .477 _1-
'" "'n
Linear regression equations have been assumed and calcuated according to the form
(2)
(a)
(4)
(J '"
x= -ry
(J 'Y
(J '"y= -rx
(J 'Y
(5a)
(5b)
Al of the symbols used here have the conventional meaning.'
The data were divided seasonally and a subdivision was made on the basis of whether or
not the temperature variation in the lowest kilometer layer contributed to the surace pressure
variation. Thus the groups were:
Winter
sgn.1o~sgndTmo
sgn.1o = sgndT mo
where "sgn" is an abbreviation for "the sign of."
Sumer
sgn.1o~sgndT 1l
sgn.1o=sgndT 1l
Since the values studied here were instantaneous and not variations, it frequently happened
that a single observation fell into both groups, that is, when paired with the preceding observation
it fell into the sgn.1o~sgndT 1l group, while if considered with the succeeding observation it
fell into the sgn.1o=sgndTmo group. In such cases the observation was entered in both groups
and this circumstance will tend to diminish the apparent dierences between the characteristics
of the two groups and make more significant any dierences which may appear in the fial results.
However, observations which fall into the same group when considered either with the preceding
or the succeeding observations have been used only once. It will be noted that only five stations
have been studied in this phase of the investigation.
The different values of the variables used here are not strictly independent, as assumed in the
statistical treatment, since many of the observations were taken on consecutive days. However,
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in their present form the correlation coeffcients are directly comparable to the results of previous
studies and the added rigor gained by using more observations has not been deemed necessary.
4. DENSITY VARIATIONS AND ADVECTIVE CHANGES OF MASS IN THE DIFFERENT LAYERS
The algebraic differences between the mean values of interdiurnal pressure variation at suc-
cessive kilometer levels have been computed in order to obtain the mean change in the weight
d(8p) of each kilometer layer from the surface up to the height at which suffcient data are no
longer available. This has been done only for the .1o:;O:;dTmo and the .1o:;O-CdT mo groups
during winter. These weight variations are close approxiations to the mean density variations
of the layers in question and have been considered as such. The values of d(8p) have been
smoothed according to the formula
d(8P)n+i+2.1(8P)n+d(8P)n_l. (6)Smoothed d(8P)n= 4
in which d(8p).. is the density variation within a layer bounded by two successive standard kilo-
meter heights, and d(8P)n+l and d(8P)n-l are the density variations of the next higher and next
lower unt kilometer layers respectively.
The advective contribution of mass within any layer has been taken as the difference between
the total mass variation above the top of that layer and the total mass variation above the bottom
of the layer. It obtains its name from the nature of the simplifying assumptions upon which
Rossby (20) and later Ertel and Sjansi Li (22) developed an expression for the total mass variation
per unt horizontal cross section above a fied height in terms of the observed pressure variation
at that height. This relation is
8p
87r=
1- gp f" dz
Kjd P
in which 87r = the total mass variation per unit horizontal cross section above the fi'ed level
8p=the pressure change at the fied level
g = the acceleration of gravity
p=density
K == ratio of the specic heat of air at constant pressure to that at constant volume
p = pressure
gp l' dz
The factor 1- - - for the various levels has been taken from the tabulated values com-K 0 P
puted by Haurwtz and Haurwitz (17) which were based on the mean pressure and temperature
distribution over the United States. Values for this factor at each kilometer level are given in
Table B in the Appendix. Since the formula given above is very sensitive to pressure variations,
particularly at high elevations, the mean interdiurnal variations of pressure were smoothed by
the same method employed in adjusting the mean density variations and these smoothed values
were used,for computing the total mass variations. The advective contribution of mass within
each layer is 827r=h"1-87r.. Z2:;Zl (8)
Values of 827r were obtained for the groups .1o:;O:;dTmo and .1o:;O-CdTmo during winter
and represented alon~ with the density variations by the curves in Fig. 19.
(7)
CHAPTER II
MEAN VALUES OF INTERDIURNAL PRESSURE
AND TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
1. SEASONAL ABSOLUTE MEAN VALUES FOR ALL DATA
The absolute mean values of interdiurnal pressure variation I t:p I for all data are presented
in Fig. 1 and the corresponding absolute temperature changes IdT! are given in Fig. 2.
The It:pl cures for the winter at every station except San Juan show two maxia, one at
the surace and the other in the vicinity of seven or eight kilometers. The surface maxium is
the priary one, except at El Paso. The variability of pressure changes most rapidly with
elevation in the layers near the ground, generally reaching a minium between two and four
kilometers. The increase to the upper ievel maximum is rather gradual and the rate of change
above this maxum is only slightly greater. The upper level maxium defitely seems to occu
in the tr~posphere and not in the stratosphere, usually lying a kilometer or so below the mean
height of the tropopause in winter. In general the day to day pressure changes in the stratosphere
gradually decrease with increasing elevation to ,a value of about one millbar at sixteen or eighteen
kilometers. At San Juan there is a gradual increase in the interdiural variation up to eight kilo-
meters and then an irregular decrease up to thl. termination of adequate data at fourteen kilometers.
The data for sumer indicate characteristics similar to those of winter except at Miami
where the conditions seem to agree more closely with San Juan than with the other stations. In
general the magnitude of the variations has decreased in the troposphere and this decrease is more
pronounced at the two maxia than at the minimum with the result that in sumer the vari-
ability do~s not change as rapidly with elevation as it does in winter throughout that pòrtion of
the atmosphere studied. The upper level maxium is less pronounced and is now found at a
higher elevation ~ the change in height corresponding well in most cáses with the seasonal change
in the height of the tropopause. At Bismarck the upper level maxium and minium seem to
shit toward lower elevations in SUer than in winter; however, both are poorly defied and the
evidence of such an anomalous seasonal change is not conclusive. The conditions at Omaha, S. Ste.
Marie, Portland and Miami combine to give larger mean interdiural variations in some parts
of the stratosphere during sumer than during winter.
, The most string feature of the variation of I dp I curve characteristics with latitude is the
difference between the shape of the profie and magnitude of the variability at Miami and San
Juan during both seasons and at El Paso in sumer as representative of warm latitude stations,
and the remaining stations as representative of colder, higher látitudes. Actually, the other char-
acteristics of the cures appear to depend more upon general geographical location than merely
upon latitude. Thus, for example, the continental stations, Bismarck, Omaha, S. Ste. Marie and
St. Louis are all essentially similar with regard to pressure variation profie and magnitude, while
Fairbanks, Portland and Washington seem to have certain characteristics which may be taken
as typical of stations alternately exposed to maritime and continental influences. The principal
differences between the two types,_ continental and continental-maritime, are that the variations
are smaller in the case of the former and show a more marked decrease with elevation in the lower
layers, with a more pronounced minimum around three kilometers.
Previous studies of composite data from selected North American stations (16) showed a very
pronounced priary maxium of I dp r in the upper troposphere during sumer. The same held
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true at Boston (17). This is not in agreement with the data presented here which suggest that
the largest changes occur in the lower troposphere. This difference between the results of previous
studies and those indicated here may arise either from the difference in the amount of data
employed or from the fact that different months have been taken as characteristic of summer.
In winter the general features of the absolute pressure change curve at Boston agree with those
discussed here, but the corresponding curves for the North American stations show a very slight
tendency toward larger changes aloft than at the surace.
The cures in Fig. 2 representing the absolute mean values of the interdiurnal temperature
variation IdTI durng the winter show three maxima - a priary at or near the surface, a
secondary in the lower part of the stratosphere approximately a kilometer above the tropopause,
and a tertiary at a height of about six or seven kilometers. The low latitude stations, Miami,
San Juan, and El Paso do not conform to this general characteristic, and at Fairbanks and S. Ste.
Marie the priary maxium is in the stratosphere instead of at the surace. The effect of this
general distribution of maxia is to give minima near two and eight kilometers - the latter
occurng in the imediate vicinity of the tropopause. These profies are more irregular than the
corresponding pressure variation profies, as might be expected, and only the major features lend
themselves to interpretation.
In sumer all of the stations show a decrease in the magnitude of the temperature variations
throughout most of the tropopause, and all stations except Bismarck now show the largest vari-
ation aloft instead of at the surace. Fairbanks, S. Ste Marie, and Washington have a priary
maxum in the upper troposphere well below the tropopause and a secondary maximum about
a kilometer above the surface. Omaha, St. Louis, and Portland have a priary maxium just
about at the tropopause with a secondary maximum between one and two kilometers. However,
at Omaha and Portland the upper level maxum could be considered as occung well below
the tropopause and at St. Louis it is just barely below the tropopause. At Bismarck the priary
is at a height of one half a kilometer and the secondary is just above the tropopause. The last
four stations mentioned show only faint evidence of the tropospheric tertiary maxium which
was present in winter. El Paso, Miam, and San Juan show a priary maxium well up in the
stratosphere, then a secondary maxium near the tropopause, and at El Paso there is a tertiary
maxum just above the surace. Bismarck, Omaha, El Paso and San Juan show greater absolut,e,
mean interdiurnal temperature variations in the stratosphere in sumer than in winter.
In general, the stations with continental characteristics show a decrease in temperature vari-
abilty with elevation while the continental-maritime stations show little change - if anything
somewhat of an increase of variability - with increasing elevation. It is interesting to note that
at El Paso a single priary maxium of IdTI is found at about the same elevation at which the
pricipal maxium of !dp I was located.
The study at Boston referred to above had indicated rather extreme maxima' at nine kilo-
meters in sumer and at ten kilometers in winter. There was no evidence of the triple maxima
noted in the present study. The composite cures for the North American stations were similar
to those presented here with defite indications of a surface and a stratospheric maxium and a
faint suggestion of an upper tropospheric maxium.
2. SEASONAL ABSOLUTE AND ALGEBRAIC MEAN VALUES FOR .1o:;O AND .1o-CO
Comparison between the interdiural pressure and temperature variation curves for cases of
.1o:;O (Figs. 3 and 4) and .1o-CO (Figs. 5 and 6) reveals a ,basic symetry for corresponding
cues. The Idp I cures for both cases show a maxium at the surface and another just below
the tropopause with a minum located at a height between two and four kilometers. The triple
maxia which characterized the IdTI cures for all cases can be detected in both sets of IdTI
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curves. Inasmuch as the number of times that dPo:;O occurs is nearly the same as the occurrences
of .1o-CO, and these two groups comprise by far the greater portion of the data, it is not sur-
prising that the absolute variation curves show profies similar to each other and similar to the
profies for all data. Sihce there is only a negligible change in the mean values of pressure and
temperature during that portio,n of each season studied here, any appreciable difference between
the mean variability of the same element at a given level f~r .1o:;O and for .1o-CO must be
explained by reference to the relatively infrequent cases of .1o=O, or as the result of incomplete
data. Such a conclusion is based on the assumption that dPo:;O occurs as frequently as .1o-CO.
Since the mean variations under discussion are aJl mean changes per unit of time (twenty-four
hours) it would be possible to encounter an appreciably larger mean variation at a given level for
.1o:;O than for dPo-CO, or vice versa, provided that the number of data for .1o:;O was different
from the number for .1o-CO. In the case of St. Louis the surace pressure change is 28 per cent
larger for ßPo-CO than for dPo:;O during winter; however, there are 31 per cent more cases of rising
surace pressure than of falling surface pressure. Since the sumer data show just the opposite
conditions, it is not safe to conclude that the rate of change of pressure is greater for dPo-CO than
for dPo:;O. The indications for all of the other stations suggest that the rates of change of
pressure are the same in both cases and this implies that there is a certain symetry in the mech-
anisms associated with pressure rises and pressure falls, i.e. the physical processes which produce
a large fall at the surface, a small change at about three kilometers, and a large change at eight
kilometers must have their counterpart in the processes which produce a large rise at the surace
and symmetrical changes at the other two significant levels.
The magnitude of the algebraic mean pressure variations, .1 dimnishes in fairly reguar
fashion for .1o:;O and for .1o-CO. In quite a few cases this decrease proceeds until, a reversal of
sign occurs, althottgh for the majority of the curves there is simply a gradual decrease to a mag-
nitude of a milibar or less. When the sign does change, there is nearly always a maximum or
minimum shortly thereafter, above which the variation again approaehes zero. There is a slightly
greater tendency for this change of sign to occur in summer than in winter and for dPo-CO rather
than for .1o:;O. It is pronounced at Washington for both cases. The surface pressure variations
are less in sumer than in winter and this is usually associated with a less rapid decrease in the
variability with elevation in sumer than in winter.
The general pattern for the variation of IßTI with elevation is to have a temperature change
in the lower troposphere which has a sign opposite to the surface pressure change, i.e. falling tem-
perature with rising pressure and vice versa. The magnitude of this variation generally decreases
rather rapidly with elevation and changes sign at a somewhat different height for each station.
This is nearly always followed by another reversal which takes the variation back to its original
algebraic sign. Sometimes stil another reversal takes place so that at the termnation of the curve
the sign is opposite to that at the surface, and the magnitude is comparatively small. On the
average, the data indicate that rising pressure at the ,surface is accompanied by falling temperature
in the lower troposphere, rising temperature in some portion of the middle or upper troposphere
- or even the lower stratosphere - and falling temperature again in the upper stratosphere.
However, the degree to which this pattern is followed varies considerably from station to station
and there are several exceptions. At El Paso and S. Ste. Marie there is no indication of a change
in the sign of the temperature variation from the surface until well up into the stratosphere and
at San Juan rising pressure at the surface is accompanied by rising temperature in the lower tropo-
sphere and fallng surface pressure is associated with fallng temperature in that same region. In
sumer at San Juan there is very little change of temperature in the lower levels for either
APo:;O or .1o-CO but in the stratosphere warming is indicated in the fist case and cooling in the
second.
l4 PAPERS IN PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY
A simar generalization may be made concerning the distribution of temperature variation
with altitude in the case of .1o-CO. However, it is obvious from a comparison of the absolute
and the algebraic mean values that the magnitude and sign of the temperature variations are
often just the opposite of the average conditions described here. Hence it is necessary to subdivide
the cases of .1o:;O and .1o-C.o into more homogeneous groups. This has been done in the fashion
described in Chapter I and the results are presented in Figs. 7 to 14.
3. SEASONAL ABSOLUTE AND ALGEBRAIC MEAN VALUES FOR THE SGN.1o=SGNdTmo
AND THE SGN.1o~SGNdTmo GROUPS
Considering fist the 1.11 curves for the .1o:;O:;dTmo group (Fig. 7), it is evident that the
general profie of these curves resembles that of the IdPI curves for .1o:;O. However, there are
certain significant differences in the profie details of the two groups. For the .1o:; 0:; d T mo group
the surface pressure váriations are larger, the decrease of variability with elevation is more rapid
in the fist two or three kilometers, the tropospheric minima are more clearly defied, and the
upper tropospheric maxia are sharper than in the .1o:;O group. The difference in the magni-
tudes of the surface pressure changes indicates the significant role played by the low level advection
of more dense air in infuencing surface pressure changes. The more rapid decrease of variability
in the lower layers for the .1o:;O:;dTmo group is consistent with hydrostatic principles which
require a considerably smaller pressure change aloft to accompany a given pressure change at
the surface if there is advection of colder air in the intervening layers. This may be seen mathe-
matically by applying the barometric formula to n successive layer of equal height h and differ-
entiating logarithmically with respect to time, giving
naPn = Pn aPo + f hPo L -._ aTk (9)
at Po at R k=l Tk2 at
in which Po = surface pressure
P n = pressure at height nh
Tk=temperature in the layer k from (k-l)h to kh
t = time
R = gas constant for air
g=acceleration of gravity
The second term on the right hand side will be negative for temperature falls, and it is apparent
that in the case under consideration the variability of pressure should decrease more rapidly with
elevation than in the general case of .1o:;O which includes many instances of interdiural tem-
perature rises in the surace layers.
The mean algebraic pressure variations for this group show a very rapid decrease with eleva-
tion, so that in most cases the mean pressure changes become negative, or in a few instances only
negligible, at relatively low elevations. These curves which show an actual reversal of sign fre-
quently indicate a maxium of negative pressure variations at about the same height at which
the absolute variation cuve displays its upper level maxium.
The dT cues for this group (Fig. 8) show large falls at the surace, decreasing rather rapidly
between one and three kilometers and then gradually approaching a positive maxium in the
lower stratosphere. At Fairbanks and Portland in both seasons and at S. Ste. Marie in sumer
there are pronounced negative maxia in the upper troposphere - defitely just below the
tropopause. S. Ste Marie shows a strong negative maxum at high levels in winter, but it is
quite clearly in the stratosphere. It is interesting to note that at Miami and San Juan during both
seasons and at El Paso during the sumer, the mean temperature changes are negative at almost
every level in the troposphere and up into the stratosphere as far as the curves are extended.
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16 PAPERS IN PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY
Applyig the mean interdiural temperature variation curves to a consideration of stability
changes, it is apparent that, except for the cases just mentioned, there is a pronounced increase
in the stability of the entire troposphere and a slight decrease in the stability of the first few kilo-
meters of the stratosphere for the group .1o:;O:; dT mo' Changes in the temperature difference
between elevations at intervals of four kilometers have been tabulated in Table i. These values
were obtaied diectly from the observed algebraic temperature changes so that positive signs
indicate a de-stabilizing effect and negative sign a stabilizing effect. At those stations which are
characterized by maxum negative temperature changes in the upper levels there is an appre-
ciable trend toward de-stabilization in the middle and upper. troposphere with an associated
strong trend toward greater stability at about the level of the mean height of the tropopause. This
seems to be more characteristic of the coastal stations than of the continental stations.
A glance at the temperature variation curves for cases of fallng surface pressure reveals
that the stability changes at corresponding levels are of opposite sense and symetrical to those
just descrbed for rising surace pressure.
A comparison between the algebraic and the absolute means suggests that there must be quite
a few cases where the sign of the interdiurnal temperature variation in the middle and upper tropo-
sphere is opposite to that of the lowest layers. This follows directly from equation (9) cited above
and the difference between the magnitude of the mean algebraic pressure change and the absolute
pressure change at the level of the upper tropospheric maxmum in the latter. For example, at
Omaha the value of 1.11 at eight kilometers in winter is nearly five milibars while the value of
.1 is only a fraction of a milibar. Obviously then, at this height for the .1o:;O:; dT mo group,
there are combined cases of large rises and large falls which nearly cancel when the algebraic mean
is taken. Since the same general conditions hold true to a greater or lesser extent at most of the
other stations, the Omaha data for this group have been subdivided into two categories, one with
.1s:;O and the other with .1s-CO. The absolute and algebraic mean variations at each level for
these two categories have been computed and are presented in Figs. 17 and 18. It is worth noting
that the 1.11 and the .1 cures are coincident for the case of .1s:;O. They show a very rapid
decrease in the fist two kilometers, a minimum at three kilometers and then a rise to a maxium
at seven kilometers after which the variability gradually decreases to about one milibar at sixteen
kilometers. The corresponding algebraic temperature variation cure shows marked cooling at
the surace and rapidly diminishing variability with elevation so that at two kilometers it is
nearly zero. Above two kilometers it shows a rapid increase with a defite maxium of positive
changes at seven or eight kilometers. Above this maxium the ,variability rapidly decreases again,
passing through zero at ten kilometers and showing a maxium of negative falls at eleven kilo-
meters. The magnitude of the changes decreases somewhat above eleven kilometers but remains
defitely negative up to the termnation of the data at sixteen kilometers. Thus there is a marked
trend toward greater stability in the layer from the surface up to eight kilometers ~ the temper-
ature difference between the top and the bottom of this layer showing a decrease in the mean of
nearly 100 C. Above eight kilometers there has been a defiite trend toward less stability with
the temperature dierence between eight and ten kilometers undergoing an increase of 70 C. Above
twelve kilometers there is a slight trend again toward greater stability.
In the case of .1s-CO there is almost a linear decrease in the algebraic value of pressure vari-
ability from the surace up to eight kilometers. The curve passes through zero at four kilometers.
Above eight kilometers the magnitude of the interdiural pressure variation gradually decreases
again to one millbar at sixteen kilometers. Comparison with the \dPI cure for the same data
shows that the layer between three and six kilometers is the only region where the algebraic mag-
nitude is appreciably less than the magnitude of the absolute variations. This is the zone within
which the change of the algebraic sign of .1 occurs for the individual ascents and while there is
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considerable difference in the elevation at which this takes place for each ascent, the mean height
is four kilometers. The dT curve for this case shows strong temperature falls at the surface with
the largest changes at one kilometer. Above one kilometer the magnitude decreases sharply up
to three kilometers and then remains almost constant at -3.50 C up to seven kilometers. Above
seven kilometers it again decreases rapidly, passing through zero and attaining a defite positive
maximum of about 2°C at eleven kilometers. Above this maxium it decreases again to about
10 C at thirteen kilometers and changes very little in the next three kilometers.
This breakdown of the .1o:;O:; dT 1l group data for Omaha has been discussed in some detail
since it appears to be fairly typical of a condition existing at most of the other stations for this
group and the descrption of these cures, with minor modications, may be taken as applying
almost equally well to most of the other stations.
Turning now to the group .1o:;O-CdT 1l cures (Figs. 9 and 10), the most conspicuous feature
of the interdiurnal pressure variation is the approxiate congrence of the 1.1 I and .1 cues.
The winter cues at Fairbanks, Bismarck, El Paso and St. Louis and the sumer curves at S. Ste.
Marie, St. Louis and Portland show values which increase from the surface to a maxmum in the
upper troposphere and then decrease again farther up into the stratosphere. This type of pressure
variability profie is associated with moderate temperature rises in the lower and middle troposphere
and generally large temperature falls in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. At S. Ste.
Marie, Portland, and Washington in the winter and at Fairbanks and Bismarck in the sumer,
the maxium is found in the lower troposphere and only a very gradual decrease with increasing
elevation exists above this maxium. In these cases the temperature variation differential between
the troposphere and the stratosphere is neither as sharp nor as large as for the cases of the maxi-
mum pressure variation at higher elevations. At Omaha there is a priary maximum near the
surface and a secondary maximum at nine or ten kilometers during both seasons, but the profies
are relatively flt. The corresponding temperature variation curves show negative changes in the
middle troposphere which simply suggest that the variations of the mean temperature in the
lowest kilometer are frequently of a different sign than the temperature changes higher in the
troposphere. The pressure variation profies at Miami are notably flat in both seasons but the
temperature variations show appreciably greater warming at high elevation. This is consistent
with the pressure variation equation discussed earlier since if there were no temperature changes
in a colum of air, the pressure change at each successively higher level would diinish as the ratio
of the pressure at that level to the pressure at the surface. Thus, in order for the pressure variation
to remain constant with elevation, the temperature term in that equation must be operative.
Fundamentally, the pattern for the pressure and temperature variation profies for this group
fall into the same general pattern - pressure rises increasing from the surface to a tropospheric
maximum and then dinishing slowly and without changing sign at the heights reached by this
data - temperature rises in the troposphere and falls in the stratosphere. It is only in the
matter of detail that the higher latitude stations show much difference.
The typical stability change for the group .1o:;O-CdT mo gives a slightly greater stabilty in
the lower layers and considerably less stability in the layer from eight to twelve kilometers as
may be seen directly from an examination of the dT curves or by reference to Table i.
The curves for the groups .1o-CO-CdTmo and dPo-CO:;dT mo will not be discussed in detail
because they are mirror images, in their major features, of the curves for the .1o:;O:; dT 1l and
the .1o:;O-C dT mo groups respectively. There is no theoretical reason why this should be so - it
is simply a matter of observation - and offers further evidence for the idea expressed earlier that
there is a definite similarity between the physical processes which produce pressure falls and those
which produce pressure rises and that this similarity carres right down through various groupings
of the two sets of data.
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There is one dierence in detail which should be mentioned and that is the tendency of the
pressure variation curves for .1o:;O-CdT 1l to show a more distinct increase of variability in the
lower layers and a more pronounced tropospheric maxium than the corresponding curves for
.1o-CO:;dT mo' This simply means that the association between large rises at the surface and
large rises aloft is better than the association between falls at the surface a.nd larger falls aloft
for cases in which the change of mean temperature in the lowest layers has the same sign as the
surface pressure change.
4. SEASONAL ABSOLUTE AND ALGEBRAIC MEAN VALUES FOR .1o=O
The limited amount of data available for these cues (Figs. 15 and 16) preclud.es any
- detailed description and interpretation. They are presented merely for the sake of completeness
and to illustrate the type of changes which can take place aloft even though there is no change
in the surface pressure. The pressure variation curves tend to show a maxium in the middle or
upper troposphere and this may be positive or negative depending on the variation of temperature
in the lower and middle troposphere.
CHAPTER III
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND REGRESSION EQUATIONS
1. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
The correlation coeffcients involving the height of the tropopause are presented in Table II(a).
The coeffcients determined by Haurwtz and Haurwtz (17) for Boston have been included as a
reference. The correlations between the height of the tropopause and the pressure at three, five
and nine kilometers, respectively, are best at S. Ste. Marie durg both seasons and at El Paso in
winter. A somewhat orderly relationship is suggested by these coeffcients. The same variables
correlate very poorly at Miami durng both seasons and at El Paso in sumer, showing almost
TABLE II (a)
The Correlation Coefcients and Probable Errors of the Correlation Coefcients
for the Pairs PJI, PJI, PJI, and T mJI
(n=number of cases)
P3H PJI P,H Tm,H n
Feb sgn~Po;ésgndT mo +.68 ='.06 +.82 ='.03 +.83 ='.03 +.70 ='.05 42
Feb sgndPo=sgndT mo +.76 ='.05 +.88 ='.03 +.82 ='.04 +.70 ='.06 34
VC
Aug sgndPo;ésgndT mo +.65 ='.05 +.73 ='.04 +.83 ='.03 +.82 ='.03 51
Aug sgndPo=sgndT mo +.61 ='.07 +.65 ='.07 +.74 ='.05 +.75 ='.05 33
Feb sgndPo;ésgndT mo +.08 ='.10 +.22 ='.09 +.30 ='.09 +.38 ='.08 47
Feb sgn ~Po = sgndT mo -.15 ='.16 +.06 ='.16 +.29 ='.15 +.39 ='.14 17
MM
Aug sgn~Po ;ésgndT mo +.14 ='.14 +.19 ='.14 +.17 ='.14 +.31 ='.13 22
Aug sgndPo=sgndT mo +.40 ='.11 +.41 ='.11 +.33 ='.12 +.43 ='.11 25
Feb sgndPo;ésgndT mo +.52 ='.06 +.66 ='.05 +.72 ='.04 +.71 ='.04 61
Feb sgn~Po = sgndT mo +.42 ='.12 +.66 ='.08 +.74 ='.06 +.82 ='.05 22
RK
Aug sgn~Po;ésgndT mo +.25 ='.03 +.46 ='.07 +.64 ='.05 +.61 ='.06 57
Aug sgndPo=sgndT mo +.42 ='.14 +.65 ='.10 +.76 ='.07 +.70 ='.09 16
Feb sgndPo ;ésgndT mo +.51 ='.06 +.68 ='.05 +.76 ='.04 +.69 ='.04 61
Feb sgndPo=sgndT mo +.17 =' .08 +.46 ='.09 +.59 ='.08 +.55 ='.08 32
OH
Aug sgndPo ;ésgndT mo +.46 ='.08 +.66 ='.05 +.74 ='.04 +.79 ='.04 50
Aug sgn~Po=sgndTmo +.61 ='.08 +.79 ='.05 +.84 ='.04 +.84 ='.04 25
Feb sgndPo ;ésgndT mo +.61 ='.06 +.64 ='.06 +.67 ='.05 +.58 ='.06 51
Feb sgndPo=sgndTmo +.70 ='.06 +.68 ='.06 +.67 ='.06 +.60 ='.07 33
EO
Aug sgndPo;ésgndT mo -.12 =' .08 -.14 ='.08 +.11 ='.08 -.01 ='.09 62
Aug sgn~Po =sgndT mo +.07 ='.13 +.24 ='.12 +.45 ='.10 +.39 ='.11 28
Boston sgndPo;ésgndTmo +.61 ='.06 +.70 ='.05 +.72 ='.04 +.78 ='.04 51+
sgn~Po=sgndT mo +.66 ='.08 +.73 ='.07 +.77 ='.06 +.81 ='.05 51+
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no relationship. The coeffcients at Bismarck and Omaha are midway between those at S. Ste.
Marie and those at Miami. In general the correlation between the height of the tropopause and
the pressures at constant elevations becomes higher with increasing elevation. Exceptions to this
generalization are found at Miami in sumer and at El Paso. The correlations are higher for the
sgn.1o= sgndT mo groups than for the sgn.1o~sgndTmo groups at all stations during the sumer
except S. Ste. Marie. In winter there is no significant difference between the two groups except
at Omaha where slightly higher correlations are found for the sgn.1o~sgndTmo group than for
the sgn.1o=sgndTmo group.
The mean temperature from the surace up to nine kilometers correlates reasonably well with
the height of the tropopause everyhere except at El Paso in the sumer and at Miami. There
is no systematic difference between the two groups sgndPo=sgndTmo and sgn.1o~sgndTmo'
All of the correlations at El Paso for the sgn.1o~sgndT 1l group are negligible. The standard
deviations for the variables in this group (Table II(b)) indicate that the interdiurnal variations
TABLE II (a)
The Correlation Coeffcients and Probable Errors of the Correlation Coeffcients for the pairs PoT m" PaT m" P6T m9r
P,T m', and POP6 (n=number of cases)
PoTm, PaTm, P6Tm, P,Tm, POP6 n
Feb. sgndPo;ésgndT mo -.07='.09 +.49='.07 +.51 =' .07 +.87 ='.02 +.57='.06 53
Feb. sgndPo=sgndT mO +.06='.11 +.50='.08 +.72='.05 +.81='.04 +.70='.06 37
VC
Aug. sgnßPo;ésgndT mO -.11='.08 +.72='.04 +.88='.02 +.97='.01 + .34 =' .08 62
Aug. sgndPo=sgndT mo + .21 ='.11 + .81 =' .04 +.90='.02 +.97='.01 +.58='.07 36
Feb. sgndPo;ésgndT mO -.32='.07 .+.39='.07 +.59='.05 +.85='.02 +,46='.06 70
Feb. sgndPo=sgndTmo -.07='.12 +.66=' .07 +.57='.08 +.94='.01 +.26='.11 32
MM
Aug. sgnßPo;ésgnßT mo +.16='.11 +.39='.10 +,41='.10 +.75='.05 +,48='.09 31
Aug. sgnßPo=sgndT mO +.11='.11 +.41='.09 +.59='.07 +.83='.03 +.42='.06 37
Feb. sgndPo ;ésgndT mO -.35='.07 +.56='.06 +.77='.03 +.88='.02 +.27='.02 69
Feb. sgndPo= sgndTmo -.24='.12 +.60='.08 +.83='.04 +.90='.02 +.29='.12 28
RK
Aug. sgndPo ;ésgndT mo -.37='.07 +,48='.06 +.77='.03 +.89='.02 +.21 ='.08 66
Aug. sgndPo=sgndTmo -.39='.12 +.38='.13 +.73='.07 +.94='.02 +.23='.06 22
Feb. sgndPo;ésgnßT mo -,41 ='.07 +.36='.07 +.70='.04 +.84='.02 +.23='.08 72
Feb. sgndPo = sgndT mO -.60='.07 +.13='.11 +.60='.07 +.85='.03 +.21='.11 37
OH
Aug. sgndPo;ésgndT mO -,41 =' .07 +.58='.06 +.82='.03 +.94='.01 +.06='.09 58
Aug. sgndPo=sgnßT mo -.26='.11 +.62='.08 +.83='.04 +.91='.02 +.23='.12 30
Feb. sgnßPo;ésgnßT mo +.15 =' .08 +.65='.05 +.84='.02 +.95='.01 +.57='.06 67
Feb. sgnßPo=sgnd1 mO +.18='.10 +.70='.05 +.86='.03 +.96='.01 +.58='.07 43
EO
Aug. sgndPo;ésgnd1 mO -.36='.07 -.14='.08 +.19='.08 +.40 =' .07 +.50='.06 70
Aug. sgndPo=sgnd1 mo -.35='.10 -.17='.12 +.11='.12 +,45='.10 +.58='.08 32
Boston sgnßP o;é sgnß T mo -.14='.07 +.72='.04 +.77='.03 +.89='.01 +.24='.05 79+
sgnßPo= sgndTmo -.05='.11 +.89='.02 +.88='.02 +.95='.01 +.17='.09 79+
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are extremely small and are very likely exceeded by the intruental errors of the original
observation,s.
The correlations between the pressures at various levels and the mean temperature between
the surace and nine kilometers are presented in Table III(a). It is apparent that better correla-
tions are obtained with increasing elevations until at nine kilometers the correlations between P9
and T m9 indicate a very close relation between these two quantities everyhere except at El Paso
in the sumer. It is only above three kilometers, however, that the association becomes appre-
dable. The correlations between Po and T m9 are negligible everywhere except at El Paso in the
sumer and at Bismarck and Omaha. In the case of these exceptions the correlations are signifi-
cantly negative. Comparison with the +0.45 correlations between these two variables found by
Dines (12) over Europe suggests an appreciable difference between the conditions at these stations
and those prevailing over Europe. There is no tendency for cases of sgn.1o=sgndT mo to show
higher correlations than cases of sgn.1o~sgndTmo as was noted in the study at Boston referred
to above.
The correlations between the pressure at five kilometers and the pressure at the surface are
very small at Bismarck and Omaha, are somewhat better at Miami, and indicate some real asso-
ciation at El Paso and S. Ste. Marie. At the last three stations they are significantly larger than
the value of +0.24 for sgn.1o~signdT mo and +0.17 for sgndPo=sgndT mo found previously at
Boston.
The ratio of the frequency of cases where sign.1o~sgndT mo to the frequency of cases where
sgn.1o=sgndT 1l has been computed for each station and is given in Table iv. San Juan is the
-only station where cases of sgn.1o = sgndT mo occu more frequently than cases of sgndPo~ sgndT 1l
in both sumer and winter. This is true also at Miam during the sumer. Taking into account
both seasons, advection in the lowest layer contributes to the surface pressure change most fre-
quently at Bismarck where the continental influences are the greatest. The next highest frequency
-occus at Washington, and El Paso ranks third by virtue of the favorable conditions prevailng
there dnrIlg the sumer. At Fairbanks and Portland the ratio is nearly unity. The corresponding
ratio was 3.0 at Boston, 1.7 in Europe, and the average for selected North American stations
was 2.0. The influence of adjacent bodies of water seems to be important and at Fairbanks the
-orographic shielding and ràdiative effects also may be ifportant.
TABLE iv
Seasonal and Total Frequency of Cases in which dPo:;O:; dT mo (columns headed by Ni)
and in which dPo:;O-C dT mo (columns headed by N.) and the Ratio
of the two Frequencies (R = Ni/ N.)
, Winter Sumer Total
Ni N. R N, N. R N, N. R
RK 55 17 3.2 53 15 3.5 108 32 3.4
FX 23 24 1.0 26 19 1. 49 43 1.
EO 47 22 2.1 42 11 3.8 89 33 2.7
RSJ 5 12 0.4 9 15 0.6 14 27 0.5
MM 51 16 3.2 10 16 0.6 61 32 1.9
OR 53 21 2.5 46 18 2.6 99 39 2.5
PW 23 24 1.0 32 14 2.3 55 38 1.
LS 44 22 2.0 33 9 3.7 77 31 2.5
VC 44 25 1.8 52 22 2.4 96 47 2.0
WA 42 20 2.1 45 11 4.1 87 31 2.8
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2. REGRESSION EQUA'fiONS
Only three pairs of variables showed fairly good correlations and the computation of regression
coeffcients was restricted to these three pairs. They are P9 T m9, P9 H, and T m9 H. Since there was
no signifcant difference between the values of the correlation coeffcients or of the standard devia-
tions in the sgn.1o=sgndT 1l group and those in the sgntiPo~sgndTmo group, only the values
for the latter group were used for the regression coeffcients. Regression equations for sumer
and winter are given in Table V.
VC
TABLE V
Regression Equations for the Pairs P.Tm., P"H, and Tm"H
p. Tm. P.H T m"H
Feb. oP. = 1.390T m. oP.=3.600H õT m' = 1. 960H
Feb. oT m.=O.40oP. oH =0.190P. oH =0.250T m'
Aug. oP. = 1.420T m. oP.=3.720H oT m. = 2.550H
Aug. oT m. =0.660P. õH =0.180P. oH =0.260T m.
Feb. oP. =1.120Tm. õP.=0.470H oT m' =O.44oH
Feb. oT m.=O.640P. ôH =O.190P. ôH =0.33õT m.
Aug. ôP. = 1.130T m. ôP.= O.350H ôTm.=0.38ôH
Aug. ôT m.=O.50ôP. ôH =0.33ôP. ôH =0.25ôT m.
Fyb. oP. = 1.33ôT m. ôP.=4.03ôH ôTm.=2.60ôH
Feb. ôTm.=O.58ôP. ôH =0.13ôP. ôH =0.19ôT m'
Aug. õP. =O.67ôT m. ôP.=2.09ôH ôT m. = i.63ôH
Aug. ôTm.=1.150P. ôH =0.200P. ôH =0.23ôT m.
Feb. oP. =1.160Tm9 ôP.=5.220H ôT m9 = 3.38ôH
Feb. c5Tm.=O.61ôP9 oH =0.100P9 oH =O.14oT m.
Aug. oP. = 1.210 T m. õP.=2.150H ôTm.=1.800H
Aug. oT m.=0.730P. ôH =0.250P. oH =O.350Tm.
Feb. oP. = 1.41ôT m. ôP.=2.27ôH ôT m9 = 1.31ôH
Feb. oT m.=O.640P. oH =0.200P. ôH = 0.260 T m9
Aug. ôP. =0.460T m9 ôP.=O.200H oTm9=0.020H
Aug. oTm9=O.350P. õH =0.060P9 oH =O.OloT m9
MM
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CHAPTER iv
DENSITY VARIATIONS AND THE ADVECTIVE CHANGES OF MASS
IN THE DIFFERENT LAYERS
1. DENSITY VARIATIONS
The surface pressure change represents the integral of the density variations from the
surface to the top of the atmosphere, according to the relation
ctap~ = 19 ap dz (10)
at 0 at
which may also be wrtten lkm 2km (n+l)km ct
aPo 1 ap f ap f ap f ap
-- = g- dz + g-- dz+ . . + g -dz+ g- dzat 0 at at at atlkm nkm (n+l)km (11)
which reduces to the identity
aPo = (apo _ api) + (api _ (10) + (ap2 _ ar-) + . . .
at at at at at at at (12)
Since
!! (cJP) = _ g ap
at az at
~(ap) =_gap
az at at
(13)
(14)
the actual variations of d,ensity in successive one kilometer layers in the vertical may be approxi-
mated with sufcient accuracy by computing the change in the difference of pressure between the
top and the bottom of each layer. Mean values of these weight changes may be obtained with
sufcient accuracy directly from the data used in preparing the mean pressure curves. This has
been done and the resulting d(õp) curves are presented in Fig. 19. Only the winter values of the
!:o:;O:;dTmo and .1o:;O-CdTmogroups were used. It should be noted that no values were com-
puted at San Juan because the data did not extend, to suffcient heights to warrant interpretation.
In place of San Juan the subgroups .1s:;O and .is-CO of .1o:;O:;dT mo for Omaha have been
included and are presented in the lower right-hand section of Fig. 19.
For the case of .1o:;O:;dT mo at Fairbanks, Bismarck, El Paso, and St. Louis there are large
positive density changes in the lower and middle troposphere and moderately large negative
changes in the upper troposphere and in the stratosphere. The height at which there is no change
in the density is the level of maximum interdiurnal pressure variability. This is to be expected
since the slope of the pressure variation curve is zero at this point and since
a ep)
- at =0 (15)az
from
~e:) =_gap (16)az at
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ap =0
at
(17)
It is interesting to note that the level of minimum interdiurnal density variation and maxi-
mum interdiurnal pressure variation is also approximately the height at which the meridional
gradient of density is a minimum. The height at which the meridional density gradient is a minimum
over North America has been determned from the winter mean meridional cross section of the
North American quadrant prepared by Wilett (19). The ratio of the PIT (pressure in milibars
divided by temperature in degrees Centigrade) was computed at each kilometer level from one
to sixteen kilometers for Swan Island, Nashville, Bismarck, Ketchikan and Fairbanks. These
stations are located at intervals of approxiately ten degrees of latitude beginning with Fair-
banks at about 650 N and terminating with Swan Island at about 150 N. By taking the difference
of the PIT ratio at each pair of adjacent stations for a given level and then averaging these
differences it is possible to obtain an average meridional variation of PIT per ten degrees of lati-
tude. This quantity has been calculated for each level and the variations are presented in
!'able VI. It is evident that the meridional gradient of density is a minimum at about eight kilo-
meters. A simlar conclusion was rea.ched by Sen (22) who computed the vertical distribution of
density in the sumer season from the mean sea level pressure distribution and an assumed lapse
rate of temperature.
TABLE VI .
Average MerdionaìVariation of P ITperr,Ten Degrees of Latitude at Various Levels
(P is Pressure, T is Temperature)
Z (km) PIT per 10° Lat. Z (km) PIT per 10° Lat.
1 .095 9 .009
2 .045 10 .017
3 .036 11 .022
4 .023 12 .028 ~,'\:.
5 .019 13 .031 ''\
6 .016 14 .031
7 .010 15 .029
8 .007 16 .035
The density variation cures at Omaha, S. Ste. Marie, Portland, Washington and Miami do
not show such a clear distinction between the contributions of the layers below and above this
isopycnc leveL. Reference to the supplementary cures for Omaha indicates that these stations
are probably characterized by more complex variations and that a subdivision of the data on the
basis of the sign of the pressure change at eight kilometers is necessary. When this subdivision
is made it is apparent that when .1s-CO the density variations conform to the simple picture
given above; however, when dPs:;O the density variations are positive in the lower troposphere
and above the isopycnic level and negative in the upper troposphere beneath this leveL.
Considerably diferent density variations are encountered when .1o:;O-CdTmo. The dominant
changes lie above the isopycnic level and the pressur~ at the surface rises as a result of the density
increase aloft and in spite of the decrease of density below the isopycnic leveL. In the case of
dPo:;O:; f1T mo the pressure at the surace increases as a result of the increase in density below the
isopycnic level and notwithstanding the density decrease above this leveL.
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2. ADVECTIVE CHANGE OF MASS
The method employed above fails to distingush between the contribution to the density vari-
ation which takes place at a given level as a result of processes at that level and the contribution
to the density variation which results from compression or expansion produced by density
changes at some other leveL. This locally produced contribution can be approximated by the
application of Rossby's advective formula referred to in Chapter i. The results obtained by apply,.
ing this method to the mean interdiural pressure variations are presented by the ¡hr curves in
Fig. 19.
In general the essential features of the 827r curves are the same as those of the d( 8P) curves.
In the case of .1o:; 0:; d T mo the density increase below the isopycnic level and the decrease in
the layer above the isopycnic level are magnified and now assume more nearly the true propor-
tions of the actual density variations at those levels. The difference between the two types of
cues is particuarly noticeable in the case of dPo:; O-c d T mo where the depletion of mass in the
lower levels is now very appreciable. This means, for example in the case of Fairbanks, that in
about one-half of the cases of pressure rise at the surface (see Table IV) the controllng factor
was an increase in the density of the air above eight kilometers. This increase of density aloft was
large enough to offset the decrease below eight kilometers and stil provide a net accumulation of
mass for a colum of unit cross section over the station.
The signicance of this distribution of density variations is brought out in Table VII in
which are tabulated the surface pressure changes and the cumulative contributions to those
pressure changes by the layers from the surface up to four, 'eight, ten, twelve and fourteen kilo- '
meters for the .1o:;O:; T 1l and the .1o:;O-CdT mo groups. In Table VIII the data refer to the
actual density variations while in Table VII are tabulated the data computed from the Rossby
advective changes. From this latter table it should be noted that for the group .1o:;O-CdTmo,
the cumulative effect up to twelve kiometers is negative for every station except Portland. This
means that the particular density variations which controlled the surface pressure change were
located well up in the atmosphere. This is signifcant because these curves are averages of a type
of pressure distribution which comprises one-fourth to one-half of the total cases of rising pressure
at the stations with which we are concerned.
Similar conclusions could be drawn from an analysis of the groups characterized by fallng
pressure at the surface.
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TABLE VII
Surface Pressure Changes and the Cumulative Contributions to those Pressure Changes by the Layers from the
Surface up to Four, Eight, Ten, Twelve and Foureen Kilometers. (Rossby advective changes)
4km 8km 10km 12km 14km
dPo ~lì211 ~Ô211 ~Ô211 ~lì211 ~Ô211
0 0 0 0 0
FX Mo:;O:; dTmo +8.7 +6.2 +11. +11.8 +10.5
dPo:;O-C dT mo +4.9 -3.2 -7.0 -5.8 -2.4
RK dPo:;O:; dT mo +6.8 +6.4 +9.1 +7.0 +6.0 +5.0
dPo:;O-CdTmo +4.2 -4.2 -5.4 -2.9 -0.1 +1.3
OH dPo:;O:;dTmo +8.3 +5.3 +7.2 +7.1 +7.3 +8.2
dPo:;O-C dT mo +2.4 -0.5 +0.7 -0.7 -1.0 -0.6
EO dPo:;O:; dT mo +4.5 +3.5 +7.5 +7.8 +6.8 +6.2
dPo:;O-C dT mo +2.7 -3.4 -8.2 -9.5 -6.2 -2.9
VC dPo:;O:;dTmo +8.3 +4.2 +5.7 +6.8 +8.2 +8.9
dPo:;O-CdTmo +5.1 -2.8 -2.9 -2.9 -0.3 H.9
LS dPo:;O:; dT mo +7.8 +8.2 H1.5 +11.6 +9.3 +9.0
dPo:;O-C dT mo +3.6 -6.3 -10.3 -9.0 -2.6
PW dPo:;O:; dT mo +10.1 +5.1 +9.6 +12.2 +10.7
dPo:;O-CdTmo +6.6 -2.2 -1.0 +0.3 +3.3
WA dPo:;O:; dT mo +11.7 +8.7 +11.9
dPo:; O-C .1 T mo +6.6 -3.4 -3.8 -4.6
MM dPo:;O:; dT mo +4.2 +3.0 +3.0 +4.8 +4.1 +5.1
dPo:;O-C dT mo +2.4 -1.3 -2.7 -4.7 -4.5 -2.9
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TABLE VIII
Surface Pressure Changes and the Cumulative Contnbutions to those Pressure Changes
by the Layer from the Surface up to Four, Eight, Ten, Twelve and Foureen Kilometers. (Actual density changes)
4 kr 8 kr 10 kr 12 km 14 kr
dPo '1tl(ôp) '1d(óp) '1d(ôp) '1tl(óp) '1 tl(ôP)
0 0 0 0 0
FX dPo:;O:; dTmo +8.7 +7.4 +10.2 +10.1 +9.4
dPo:;O-C dT mo +4.9 -0.9 -1.0 +0.3 +2.7
RK dPo:;O:; dT mo +6.8 +7.1 +8.4 +7.4 +7.0 +6.8
dPo:;O-CdTmo +4.2 -1.9 -0.7 +1.2 +2.7 +3.4
OR dPo:;O:; dT mo +8.3 +6.7 +7.9 +8.0 +8.1 +8.3
dPo:;O-C dT mo +2.4 +0.4 +1.7 +1.3 +1. +1.5
EO dPo:;O:;dTmo +4.5 +4.2 +6.1 +7.0 +6.8 +6.6
dPo:; O-C dT mo +2.7 -1.7 -3.0 -2.4 -0.6 +0.8
VC dPo:;O:; dT mo +8.3 +6.0 +7.4 +8.0 +8.3 +8.5
dPo:;O-C dT mo +5.1 -0.7 +0.9 +1.7 +3.1 +3.9
LS dPo:;O:; dT mo +7.8 +8.9 +10.1 +9.6 +8.6
dPo:;O-C dT mo +3.6 -3.6 -3.5 -1.7 +1.3
PW dPo:;O:; d T mo +10.1 +7.3 +10.3 +11.3 +10.6 +9.9
dPo:;O-CdTmo +6.6 +0.2 +1.9 +3.3 +5.1 +6.6
WA dPo:;O:; dT mo +11.7 +10.6 +12.5
dPo:;O-CdTmo +6.6 -1.0 +0.7
MM dPo:;O:; dT mo +4.2 +3.5 +3.6 +4.4 +4. +4.5
dPo:;O-CdTmo +2.4 -0.4 0 -0.2 +0.3 +1.0
CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
1. THE INTERDIURNAL PRESSURE VARIATIONS
The signifcant characteristics of the interdiurnal pressure variation curves can be conveniently
sumarized by preparing idealized profiles, based on the' general description of these curves given
in Chapter II. The mior irregularities which characterized the actual profiles wil be omitted,
because, for the most part, they have no evident significance and usually result from the fact
that the number of observations,decreases with increasing elevation. Attention will be confied
to the groups characterized by rising surface pressure, since the corresponding curves for cases of
fallng surface pressure can always be inferred by analogy.
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Fig. 20. Idealized I dPI profie.
The typical 1.1 I curve for all data at a representative station in temperate latitudes would
appear to be simlar to that shown in Fig. 20.
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Fig. 21. Idealized!:P profiles.
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The corresponding .1 curves can be represented by the three profies in Fig. 21.
An explanation for the shape of these pressure variation profies can be offered either on the
basis of variations of the temperature or of the density. Since density variations are very simply
related to the pressure variati011s they will be considered. The density variation curves have
been idealized after Fig. 19 and are presented in Fig. 22.
A(cf p)
"-)C APo)O)ATmo; APS':OI \I ~APo)O('ATmo_0,I/o 0
o
-'
Fig. 22. Idealized density variation curves.
The surface pressure variation is thus seen to be produced by a total mass variation - in a
column of unit horizontal cross section - which represents the difference between either (1) an
increase of mass below and a decrease of mass above the isopycnic level, or (2) a decrease of mass
below and an increase of mass above the isopycnic leveL. This second possibility may be com-
plicated by increasing density in the surface layers. The density variations below the isopycnic
level control the surface pressure change for the cases where .1o:;O:;dTmo; .1s-cO. For the
groups .1o:; O-C dT 1l, the density variation above eight kilometers is dominant in determnig
the pressure variation at the surface. There may be some uncertainty in the case of .1o:;O:;dT fI;
.1s:;O, although the data for Omaha (Fig. 19) would suggest that here also the density variations
above eight kilometers exert relatively greater influence than the net density variation below this
leveL. These density changes may be produced through the combined effects of horizontal advec-
tion and vertical motion or as the results of either one of these factors operating in the absenc e
of the other.
The phase relationship between the density variations above and those below the isopycnic
level accoUnt for the profies of the I ~ I and the .1 curves. This can be ilustrated by considering:
(1) the effects of a density variation above eight kilometers with no changes below that level except
those which result directly from the diinution of mass aloft, and (2) the effects of a density
variation below eight kilometers with no change above that level except that which results from
the variation in the lower layers.
When the density change above eight kilometers is negative, the pressure at that level must
fall. Assuming no chànge below eight kilometers except that which is produced by the decreasing
density aloft, there will be a surface pressure change of the same magnitude as the individual
pressure change in the vicinity of eight kilometers. The local pressure changes at successively
higher elevations above the surface will show decreasing magnitudes until at eight kilometers the
local change would be, according to the Rossby advective formula, just one half as large as the
pressure variation at the surface. The resulting pressure variation profile would have the form
of curve A in Fig. 23.
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Fig. 23. Idealized pressure variation curves for specifed
density variations (see text).
If, instead of a decrease in density aloft, there had been an increase in density below eight
kiometers by a process which effectively replaced the air column below that level with one which
was denser and shorter than the original, the pressure variation profie would resemble curve B
in Fig. 23. In this case there would be a negative local variation of pressure at eight kilometers,
since the process now visualized requires that the air above eight kilometers descends a distance
equal to the diference between the heights of the original air column helow eight kilometers and
the shorter and denser column which replaced it.
If these two processes take place simultaneously with the largest density variation in the
lower layer, the resulting profile will be represented by curve C in Fig. 23. Curve C is obtained
by adding cure A to curve B. It is similar to the actual dP curve for dPo:;O:;dTmo; dPs-CO at
Omaha as shown in Fig. 17. It is obvious that a simlar discussion for the .1o:;O:;t!T mo; dPs:;ü
and the .1o:;O-CdTmo groups would lead to idealized pressure variation profies (Fig. 21) which
would approxiate the actual curves (e.g. Fig. 17). The !.1I curve in Fig. 20 can be obtained
directly by combinjng the three curves of Fig. 21, since the absolute and algebraic variations are
nearly the same when the data are divided into those three groups.
From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that the isopycnic level is a rather critical height
separating two sets of similar processes which act in opposite senses and tend to compensate each
other. For example, in the case of the mean pressure variation at Omaha represented by the
.1o:;O:;t!Tmo; .1s-CO curve of Fig. 17, if there had been no change below eight kilometers and
the pressure variations aloft had taken place as represented, the surface pressure would have
fallen nie millibars instead of rising about nine milibars. Conversely, if the only changes had
been below eight kilometers with no compensating changes aloft, the surface pressure would have
risen about eighteen milibars instead of nine millibars. It appears that the processes affecting
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density changes aloft deserve as much attention as those influencing the density variations in the
lower levels-even for the case of .1o-;O:;dTmo; dPs-COwhere the largest variations take place
below the isopycnic leveL.
In the idealized models of the density variations presented above there is one inconsistency
with actual conditions, and that arises from the fact that the simple processes described there do
not satisfy the condition that density remains constant with time at about eight kilometers. When
both processes were combined there was still a decrease of density at eight kilometers. This
suggests that there should be ascending motion relative to the isobaric surfaces - a process which
would tend to stabilize the density at its original value. This aspect of the problem will be dis-
cussed at greater length in a later paragraph.
2. THE INTERDIURNAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
The most interesting characteristic of the IdTI curves is the existence of a triple maxima as
shown in Fig. 24. The primary maximum at the surface is clearly the result of horizontal advection
in the surface layers where there are frequently larger horizontal temperature gradjents than are
found at higher elevations. The minimum at the height of the tropopause can also be explained
on the basis of horizontal advection. The explanation can be facilitated by reference to Fig. 25.
The temperature height curve labeled A represents the vertical distribution of temperature for
a given station at the beginning of a twenty-four hour period and the curve B represents the con-
ditions there at the end of the period. If horizontal advection is assumed to be responsible for
the temperature changes, it is apparent that there will be no interdiurnal temperature variation
at the point of intersection of the two curves. This point will lie somewhere between the heights
of the tropopause at the beginning and at the end of the period. Over a large number of cases
the height of this point will show considerable variation so that there wil be a small temperature
change at all points in the vicinity of the mean position of the tropopause. Vertical motion may
also account for some of the observed temperature variation at this elevation. However, the
effect of horizontal advection wil be to establish a minimum in the absolute temperature variation
profile at about the mean height of the tropopause.
1
IATI
2Km. 6Km. h )
Fig. 24. Idealized I b- Tl profie.
In Fig. 24, the idealized Ib-TI curve shows slightly higher values above the tropopause than
below it. The evidence for this in the original Ib-TI curves in Fig. 2 is not at all conclusive, although
it is suggested by the data at several stations. In those cases where the largest variations do occur
in the stratosphere, it is very likely that an explanation can be offered which would be based on
the greater effect of vertical motion on temperature changes above the tropopause where the
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T ).
Fig. 25. Ideaized temperature height curves.
stability is greater than below the tropopause where the stability is much less. It becomes
increasingly evident in trying to explain the characteristics of the IdTI curves at upper levels that
both horizontal advection and vertical motion have to be considered.
The minium in the IdTI curves at a height of about two kilometers may also be largely the
result of vertical motion. Examination of the dT cures for rising pressure at the surface reveals
that, in many cases, the characteristically large negative temperature variations at the surface
decrease in magnitude with great rapidity in the first two or three kiometers and then at a more
moderate rate imediately above. There seems to be an interrption in the rate at which the
interdiurnal temperature variations decrease with elevation and this interrption takes the form
of decreased temperature falls at two kilometers in the case of rising prèssure. There is a simlar
condition for iPo-CO, except that here the rate at which the positive temperature variations decrease
with elevation is accelerated between one and two kilometers. In the case of rising surface
pressure, descending motion would prod~ce such a condÍtion and for falling pressure ascending
motion offers a convenient explanation. These possibilities are in accord with the impressions
gained from a study of synoptic maps and are also collsistent with certain aspects of the mean
lapse rates. For example, consider the mean lapse rates for Bismarck and El Paso durng
February 1941, 1942, 1943 which have been plotted in Fig. 26. The lapse rate at Bismarck is far
more stable below three kilometers than that at El Paso. This would imply that for the same
vertical velocity in the vicinity of one or two kilometers there would be a greater temperature
change at Bismarck than at El Paso. A comparison of the IdTI cures in Fig. 2 for these two
stations reveals that there is a defiite minimum in the lower troposphere at Bismarck and that
it is conspicuously absent at El Paso. Although other factors must certainly enter into the picture,
these results are at least consistent with the interpretation that the lower tropospheric minimum
in the IdTI curves can be attributed to the effects of vertical motion.
I;
3. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE CONSTANCY OF DENSITY AT EIGHT KILOMETERS*
A particularly significant feature of the I dP I curves is the existence of an upper level
maxium at a level which is located one or two kilometers below the mean height of the tropo-
*The Irish Meteorological Service has distributed some advance issues of papers by M. Doporto in which he
deals extensively with the constancy of density at 8 km.
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pause. (The standard deviation of the mean height of the tropopause ranges between one and
two kilometers over North America.) This coincides with the level of minimum density variation
and it is interesting to note that at about this same level, the horizontal gradient of density is
negligibly small. Certain conclusions can be drawn regarding the type of vertical motion to be
expected as a result of this combination of circustances.
If conditions are idealized to the extent that at eight kilometers th~re is absolutely no
variation in density, the horizontal gradient of density is exactly zero, and there is an upper level
maximum in the interdiurnal variability of pressure, a relatively simple picture of conditions
there ensues. The isotherms and the isobars at that level are coincident and therefore the hori-
zontal advection of the temperature field is zero. Since there are large pressure changes at this
level there must be associated temperature changes if the density is to be maintained constant.
These temperature changes may be the result of vertical motion or of horizontal deviations from
the gradient wind. The deviations from the gradient wind in a field of changing pressure dis-
tribution are very diffcut to evaluate and since they seem to be rather intimately associated with
vertical motion, the assumptioT\ wil be made here that the local temperature variations, necessary
to maintain isopycnic conditions, result from vertical motion relative to the isobars.
The processes which take place at eight kilometers can readily be ilustrated by an example.
Assuming an interdiurnal pressure variation consistent with the values at that level in Fig. 1, let
the pressure vary from 360 mb to 365 mb over a twenty-four-hour period. This change may be
effected by adding mass above nine kilometers and keeping the air unchanged below eight kio-
meters (except for the effects of compression), or it may be accomplished by effectively removing
the column of air below seven kilometers and replacing it with a lighter, taller column and main-
taining the column above that level unchanged (except for the bodily lifting to accommodate the
new underlying layer of air). Actually these two methods of effecting a pressure change at eight
kilometers go on simultaneously, but they will be considered separately for the moment.
Consider the first of the two processes suggested above. The individual pressure change at
eight kilometers corresponding to a 5 mb local variation is approximately 10 mb according to
the Rossby advective formula given on page 10. The substantial layer of air which was originally
under a 355 mb pressure at some height above eight kilometers is now placed under a 365 mb
pressure and carred down to eight kilometers. The temperature change at eight kilometers
resulting from this adiabatic process would be
õTßTi=0.288 Tip dp--õz
õz
õT
=0.288 Tip dp+0.0287 Tip -õp
õz
(18)
(19)
where dTi = local temperature change at 8 km resulting from the increase of mass above that level
, T=temperature
p = pressure
dp = individual pressure change on the air parcels during the adiabatic compression
õT
õZ =lapse rate of temperature
õz = height difference between eight kilometers and the original position of the air parcels
which move down to 8 km
õp = pressure difference over the height interval õz
The temperature change which is necessary to maintain a constant density at eight kilometers can
be obtained by differentiating the equation of state logarithmically, which gives
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aT2=Tlp ap=dT2
at at
where aT2=local temperature change at 8 km necessary to keep the density constant
at
T=temperature
p = pressure
ap = local pressure variation at 8 kI
at
(20)
The difference between these two expressions for temperature change is the amount by which
the temperature must vary locally as a result of vertical movement relative to the isobars - a
type of motion whch implies two accelerational fields at different levels, one producing convergence
below the level of the vertical motion and another producing divergence above this leveL. The
temperature change resulting from this type of vertical motion may be expressed asdTa=-V.(~~+1O) (21)
where V.=vertical velocity in km/24 hrs. at 8 km
õT = lapse rate of temperature in 0 C/kmõZa '
d Ta = local temperature change at 8 km as a result of the vertical motion relative to the isobars
Assuming a lapse rate of 70 C/km and letting the pressure be 360 mb and the temperature - 330 C
(dp= 10 mb; ap= õp=5 mb), it is possible to solve for the vertical velocity by combining the pre-
ceding three equations
dTa=dT2-dTi(õT ) õT- V. - +10 = Tip (ap-0.288 dp-0.0287- õp)ÕZ ÕZ
V.= -0.65 km/24 hrs
Now considering the process in which the priary changes lie below eight kilometers. In this
case the local temperature change at eight kilometers resulting from bodily lifting of the air
column above seven kilometers wil be
(22)
(23)
õT õTdTi= ~õz= -0.0287 TIPB;,õp
and the equation giving the vertical velocity will be
- v.(~~ +10) = Tip (ap+0.0287 õõ~ õP)
(24)
(25)
and using the same numerical values as before
V.= -0.88 km/14 hrs
The density variation curves (Fig. 19) suggest that the actual processes in the atmosphere
are a combination of the two which formed the basis for these computations, so it seems plausible
to conclude that pressure rises at eight kilometers are accompanied by descending velocities and
that the approximate magnitude of this motion is about 0.7 to 0.8 km/24 hrs for each five milibars
of pressure change. A similar example for the case of fallng pressure at that level would lead to
the conclusion that the vertical velocity is then positive and of about the same magnitude.
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It would seem from the foregoing remarks that the pressure at eight kilometers should be
negatively correlated with the height of the tropopause. No correlations coeffcients have been
worked out between these two variables; however, it has already been remarked that the corre-
lation between the pressure at constant levels and the height of the tropopause increases with
increasing elevation and correlation coeffcients are available relating the pressure at nine kilo-
meters to the height of the tropopause. These correlations between Pg and H are definitely positive
- impressively so, however, only in the case of S. Ste. Marie. The correlations between P5 and
H are also generally positive so that it seems correct to conclude that the pressure at eight kilo-
meters is positively correlated with the height of the tropopause. What seems to be an incon-
sistency between the physical picture and the statistical check can be explained by the fact that
the tropopause is not a level surface, but is frequently sharply inclined to the horizontal and
advection in the horizontal direction may easily cause local variations in its height which are
greater than those obtained as the result of vertical motion. Some idea of the probable magnitude
of these variations can be obtained by considering a tropopause having a slope of 1 :250 (this figure
is an estimated average, based on some contour maps of the tropopause over Europe presented
by J. Bjerknes and Palmen (23)). A horizontal wind component of approxiately ten miles per
hour along the gradient of the tropopause contours would produce a twenty-four hour local varia-
tion of about twice the magnitude of that which computations suggest takes place when the pressure
changes five milibars at eight kilometers.
It frequently happens that the pressure at eight kilometers is fallng when the circulation
favors'movement of a lower tropopause over a station and rising when horizontal advection of a
higher tropopause is indicated. This suggests that the vertical motion pictured above acts as a
"brake" on the local variation of the height of a tropopause at a given station. Some such
mechanism is necessary in the typical case of a sinusoidal pattern of pressure at eight kiometers
in which the speed of the wind is appreciably greater than the velocity at which the pressure wave
is being propagated. In such a system there would be a tendency for the lower tropopause in the
rear of the trough to be carred through the trough and on into the next wedge. However, as
soon as a substantial line in the tropopause is carred past the trough line it enters a field of fallng
pressure and ascending motion. This field of positive vertical velocities may actually raise the
tropopause or it may simply retard its rate of fall above a given station. Simlar arguents apply
in front of the wedge line. The correlation coeffcients between Pg and H would suggest that
more often than not the role of the vertical motion is merely to retard the advective effects
rather than to completely overbalance them. It is only by virtue of such a field of vertical velocities
that the contours of the tropopause are maintained in a fairly constant orientation relative to
the isobar pattern in the usual moving pressure wave in the upper troposphere. It is noticeable
that the highest correlations between Pg and H are encountered in middle latitudes where this
type of pressure wave is more commonly observed than at lower latitudes where they are less
frequent.
4. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DENSITY VARIATIONS
FOR THE SGN.1o=SGNdTmo AND THE SGN.1o~SGNdTmo GROUPS
It is logical to expect that there should be a statistical relationship between rising surface
pressure and falling temperatures in the lowest layers of the atmosphere. This is a natural con-
sequence of the normal meridional gradient of temperature, the west to east movement of migra.,
tory cyclones and anticyclones, and the sense of the circulation around these pressure systems.
The same reasoning would lead to the conclusion that cases where sgndPo=sgndT 1l represent,
at least to some extent, certain types of cyclogenesis and anticyclogenesis. A wave cyclonè in
the late occlusion stage and stil deepening or undergoing regeneration might very well show
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falling pressure at the surface and falling temperature in the lower troposphere in the western
quadrant, partiCularly if the system were a slowly moving one. Simlarly, an anticyclone which
is undergoing so-called dynamic anticyclogenesis might very well show rising temperature and
rising pressure in the surface layers of the western quadrant.
In view of these considerations, it is especially interesting that the data for thesgn.1o = sgnl\T mo
group show that it is the density variations taking place at levels above eight kilometers which
seem to be exerting the greatest influence on the surface pressure variations. It is not possible
to determine from the data studied here whether the physical processes producing the large density
variations in the stratosphere have their origin at those high levels or down in the lower tropo-
sphere. However, it should not be inferred that the priary accelerational field is located in the
upper atmosphere simply because the largest density variations are taking place there. It is
possible for an accelerational field in the lower atmosphere to produce density changes in the
stratosphere which are larger than those observed in the imediate vicinity of the accelerational
field itself. The significance of these density variations aloft is that they are associated with
pressure changes at the surface and often in a sense opposite to that of the density variations in
the lower troposphere.
The vertical distribution of density variations for the sgn.1o~sgndT mo groups substantiates
the Bjerknes theory of coupling between' the lower troposphere and the sub stratosphere for
nascent wave cyclones (3). The primary variations occur at low levels and the magnitudes of
the variations diinish with increasing elevation. The surace pressure and temperature varia-
tions are also consistent with the typical conditions associated with an incipient wave cyclone.
5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The principal results of this investigation may be sumarized by laying down certain
~haracteristic conditions in the free atmosphere which seem to be associated with pressure changes
at the surface and which must be satisfied, in the mean, by any proposed mechanism for pressure
changes.
(1) The interdiural variations of pressure show a priary maxium at the surface and a
secondary maxium in the vicinity of eight kilometers, with a tropospheric minimum at about three
kilometers. These variations are greater in winter than in sumer and show more variability
with height in winter than in sumer. At low latitudes the variations are small in the surface
layers and somewhat greater aloft. There is a slight difference in the rate at which the inter-
diurnal variations change with height between stations subject solely to continental influences
and those exposed alternately to continental and maritime regimes. The variations along the
vertical for the cases of rising surace pressure have symetrical counterparts in the variations
associated with falling surace pressure.
(2) The interdiurnal variations of temperature show three maxia: one at the surface, one
just above the tropopause, and one in the middle troposphere. There are minima at two or three
kiometers and at about the mean height of the tropopause. The temperature variations are less
in sumer than in winter and the distribution of maxia and minia along the vertical are less
noticeable in sumer than in winter, although there is a tendency for them to shift with the
seasollal changes in the mean height of the tropopause. The v~riations are smaller at low latitudes
than at temperate latitudes, but at low latitudes there is a tendency for larger variations in the
upper troposphere and the stratosphere than in the lower troposphere.
(3) Any proposed mechanism for pressure changes must be adaptable to a subdivision of cases
of rising and of fallng pressure into groups based on the relation between the sign of the surface
pressure change and the sign of the change i1l the mean temperature of the surface layers. ,For
cases of sgn.1o~sgndTmo, the mass variations which dominate the surface pressure change occur
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below a height of about eight kilometers and are sufciently strong to more than compensate for
mass variations of the opposite sense above eight kilometers. In the case of sgn.1o= sgndTmo,
the reverse is true, with the sign of the surface pressure variation consistent with the effect of
the mass variations above eight kilometers and in contradiction to the mass variations below eight
kilometers. This last case is not as frequent as the first; however, the ratio of the number of cases
of sgndPo~sgndTmo to the number of cases of sgndPo=sgndTmo varies considerably with
geographical position.
(4) The density is nearly constant with respect to space and time at a height of about eight
kilometers. This critical elevation is the location of the upper tropospheric maximum of inter-
diurnal pressure variation and is the line of demarcation above which the mass variations are
of a sense opposit~ to those taking place below that leveL. The height of this isopycnic level is
about one or two kilometers below the mean height of the tropopause in temperate latitudes.
(5) A pronounced increase in atmospheric stability is noted in the surface layers when
.1o:;O:;dTmo and a sharp decrease in the stability occurs at about the,mean height of the tropo-
pause when .1o:;O-CdTmo. Stabilty changes at these levels are of the opposite sense for cases
of .1o-CO-CdTmo and .1o-CO:;dT mo respectively. Considerable variation in the stabilty changes
at intermediate levels is encountered between different geographical locations.
(6) The field of vertical motion is closety associated with pressure variations. Rising surface
pressure is generally accompanied by descending motion in the surface layers and fallng pressure
by ascending motion. At eight kilometers ascending motion is associated with fallng pressure
and descending motion with rising pressure. In the majority of cases, vertical motion produces
temperature changes in the surface layers and at eight kilometers which are opposite to those con-
cuently being produced by horizontal advection.
(7) The correlations between the height of the tropopause and the pressures at constant
levels show improvement with increasing elevation and these correlations are better in temperate
latitudes than in low latitudes. The mean temperature between the surface and nine kilometers
correlates well with the pressure at nine kilometers and poorly with the surface pressure. The
correlation between this mean temperature and the height of the tropopause is moderately good.
6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
On the basis of the results of this study, the following recommendations are made with
respect to future research:
(1) A worthwhile investigation would be an analysis of the upper air data which have been
screened on the basis of the type of deve~opment which is occurng on the synoptic weather
charts, e.g. classification of certain types of cyclogenesis, anticyclogenesis, and siiple translation
of pressure systems and a statistical study of the associated interdiurnal pressure and temperature
variations in the free atmosphere.
(2) Subdivision of the data for similar statistical studies on the basis of the pressure changes
at eight kilometers instead of on the relations between the sign of the surface pressure change and
the change in the mean temperature of the lowest kilometer layer.
(3) Investigation of the physical nature of the accelerational fields in the atmosphere which
might be responsible for the type of vertical motion which the present analysis indicates is
associated with changing pressure at eight kilometers.
(4) More intensive investigation - on the basis of selected upper air data - of the physical
background of the mass variations above twelve kilometers which frequently exert a controllng
influence on surace pressure variations.
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PAPERS IN PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY
APPENDIX-TABLE B
z
gp 1 dz .
Values of the Factor 1 - - - at each Kilometer LevelK 0 P
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
z
l_gpldZK 0 P
1.00
.92
.85
.78
.71
.65
.60
.55
.50
.46
.41
.38
.35
.33
.31
.30
.29
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